Irish Automotive:
Setting the
future in motion
Irish Automotive & Mobility

Why partner with Irish automotive
and mobility companies?
The global automotive and mobility industry is undergoing transformational
change. New technologies and solutions are needed for a connected,
autonomous and electrified future. And Irish companies are delivering
this innovation.
Irish businesses are making a global impact, delivering innovative
solutions to address some of our most pressing challenges. These
companies provide engineering and design services, digital technologies,
materials and components for connected, more sustainable transport.
Each business draws on Ireland’s unique strengths.

Ecosystem
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A vibrant, collaborative value chain
includes Future Mobility Campus
Ireland, Jaguar Land Rover’s CAV
R+D Global Centre of Excellence and
Lero’s driverless vehicles research
programme. Numerous world-leading
multinationals like Valeo, JLR, Aptiv,
Renovo and Analog Devices base their
automotive activities in Ireland.

Innovation
Over 100 Irish automotive
companies are pioneering the new
technologies, components and
materials that underpin connected
and autonomous vehicles, new
subscription and service models, and
agile supply chain manufacturing.

Tech Talent
Ireland is home to world-leading
technology organisations as well
as smaller, innovative companies.
It is unequalled for tech talent and
expertise in niche areas like AI/ML,
IoT, Data Analytics and AR/VR.
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01. Engineering & Services

Electronics & IoT
Engineering Service
Provider
mmqualtech.ie

M&M Qualtech

Design Partners

M&M Qualtech provide engineering services from
design, new product introduction, manufacturing,
supply chain management to end-of-life/repair to the
automotive industry.

Design Partners provides future product experiences,
industrial design consultancy and solutions in technical
product design, augmented reality testing, 3D fluidity,
UX design and prototyping. Identification of growth
areas through market analysis, forecast developments,
developing innovation strategies, deriving product
innovations and ultimately designing products is part
of the service offer.

For the automotive industry, the company focuses
on innovative electronics solutions, like telematics
solutions for fleet management companies, as well as
supplying challenging cable harness assemblies for
large industrial and defence vehicles.

Product Design Service
HMI & User Interfaces
designpartners.com

For the automotive world, the offer ranges from
providing HMI solutions and methods of external
communication for autonomous vehicles, to advanced
interfaces and the integration of shaping with design.

ITS Innovative
Total Solutions
Collaborative Robotics

itsl.ie
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ITS is an automation integrator and collaborative
robotics is the cornerstone of its business.
The company manufactures the 3D parts required and
assemble them. Next ITS makes them move with robots,
plc, HMI, vision systems, conveyor tracking, safety plc,
vsd and/or servo drives. The company tests at each
point to ensure the system complies with all URS.

Ward Automation

Automation Manufacturing
Solutions
wardautomation.ie

Ward Automation is a manufacturer of bespoke
automation solutions for the robotics, medical device,
pharmaceutical and high end manufacturing industries.
Robot applications include multi-component assembly,
high-speed pick and place, high-class pharmaceutical
cleanrooms, tray handling and vision-guided robotics
and conveyor tracking.

Automotive

01. Engineering & Services

Noise Dampening
Acoustic Material

sound bounce | Lios

Allergy Standards Limited

Lios aims to eradicate noise pollution through the use of
advanced technology and the development of materials
which reduce the initial risk of exposure to loud noise.
The solution is a novel acoustic material which provides
superior noise reduction through Thixotropic material,
adaptable housing and cellular structure.

Allergy Standards provides certification of products for
suitability for use by asthmatics and individuals with
associated allergies. Producing healthy air for building
material and air
filtration systems.

lios-group.com

Design and Manufacturing
of Capital Equipment
pem.ie
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Air Filtration Services
and Certification
allergystandards.com

Pem Automation

Plasmabound

Pem Automation design and manufacture capital
equipment such as systems and robot integration,
robotic machining systems, control systems & software,
precision components and automation solutions for
special-purpose machines and tooling.

PlasmaBound provides licensed access to its
patent-pending Controlled Polymer Ablation (CPA)
technology and products to manufacturers. CPA
enables manufacturers to prepare composite materials
for bonding at a volume, and at a level of reliability,
that was previously unavailable. CPA will therefore
enable composite materials greater access to multicomponent/material, high volume manufacturing as a
serious option for reduction in product weight, CO2
emissions. The technology is compatible with future,
recyclable composites. PlasmaBound is active in Auto,
Aero, Space, Renewables, and Consumer Electronics.

Surface Pre-Treatment
Technology for Bonding
plasmabound.com

Automotive

02. Components & Modules

Exterior Decorative Trim
and Surface Finishing

Decotek Automotive

Abtech Precision Ireland

Decotek Automotive design and manufacture premium
decorative exterior trim components for the global
automotive industry. The company is a full service
provider with a complete in-house solution, state
of the art surface finishing capabilities and is IATF
and ISO Certified

Abtech Precision is a manufacturer and supplier
of precision machined components and precision
engineering parts. The company performs in-house
design work using Solid Edge 3D CAD software for any
prototyping required. Services and products include
CNC Gas Profiling, CNC Turning, CNC Milling, drain
clearing jets/nozzles and excavator rakes.

decotek.com

Precision Engineering
and Toolmaking
alphaprecision.ie
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Machined Metal
Components,
Hydraulic Components
abtechprecision.com

Alpha Precision

ATA Tools Group

Alpha deliver precision engineering solutions to clients
in the Medical Device, Automotive and Aerospace
industries. Alpha are technical precision engineers,
specialising in designing and manufacturing complex
and innovative solutions. It specialises in the design
of complex tooling and fixturing and, through strong
DFM skills, aims through strong DFM skills aim to
optimise a customers entire process, saving time and
eliminating the risk of product failure and ensuring the
manufacturing process meets quality standards.

ATA is a manufacturer of quality driven precision
engineering products for deburring, material removal
and finishing needs, including high performance
abrasives, burs and air tools for metal fabrication
applications. Their automotive range of burrs,
abrasives and air tools are ideal for a variety of
deburring and grinding requirements to suit various
applications such as engine block deburring, alloy
wheel mould production and composite routing.

Precision Engineering
and Tooling
atagroup.com
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02. Components & Modules

Manufacturing of
Customized Bonded
Abrasive Products
attoabrasives.com

Atto Abrasives

G&G Engineering

Atto Abbrasives specialises in manufacturing
customised bonded abrasive products for applications
across the entire automotive sector including camshaft
grinding & polishing through the use of of rubber
bonded centreless grinding wheels, manufacture of
piston rings using åtto precision rubber & resin bonded
cut off wheels, bearing & shock absorber manufacture
with åtto centreless cork wheels and cable cutting
(Bowden) with rubber and resin cut off wheels.

G&G Engineering supplies its customers with complete
assemblies leveraging its core strengths in toolmaking,
injection moulding, metal pressing and automation.
G&G Engineering builds sub assemblies for Tier 1
automotive suppliers from metal stampings and
injection moulded components manufactured in-house.

Toolmaking, Injection
Moulding and Metal
Pressing
gandgengineering.com

Keltech Engineering

Contract Manufacturer
of Integrated Metal
Assemblies
keltech.ie
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Keltech is a contract manufacturing partner specialising
in the supply of integrated metal assemblies with a
focused level of expertise in: Acoustic Enclosures,
Reservoir Tanks, Cabins & Over-Head Guards and
Telecommunications Enclosures. Keltech supports
OEMS to improve machine output, reduce stock levels,
remove the need for sub-assembly cells, improve
quality, improve design and increase profits.

Killala Precision
Components
Manufacturer of Precision
Turned Parts
killalaprecision.com

Killala Precision Components supplies a wide range of
turned parts customised to customer specifications.
The company’s production facility of CNC fixed and
sliding head automatic machines uses the latest CAD/
CAM technologies allowing flexibility of batch volumes
ranging from one hundred to several hundred thousand.

Automotive

02. Components & Modules

Injection Moulding and
Technical Plastic Blow
Moulding
mergon.com

Mechanical Solutions
Provider – Metal Stamping,
Metal Fabrication and
Injection Moulding
trendtechnologies.com
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Mergon International

Streamstown Moulding

Mergon International designs, develops and
manufactures assemblies and components in the area of
injection moulding and technical plastic blow moulding
for the Automotive industry. The focus of the company
in this area is on light-weighting, better thermal
properties, better acoustics and increased recycled
content. Mergon brings experience in the industry
and is a partner of several global OEMs for parts
like air distribution ducting, functional plastic parts,
windscreen washer systems, battery housing, etc.

Streamstown Moulding is a plastic injection moulding
company, manufacturing high quality plastic injection
moulding parts and supplying across various industrial
sectors including: Automotive, Electronic, Healthcare,
Fenestration, Agricultural and Construction. From
concept realisation, to tooling, production and value
add, SMC aims to provide customers with products that
reduce costs and increase efficiency.

High Quality Plastic
Moulded Parts
streamstownmoulding.ie

Trend Technologies

TAG – Tool & Gauge

Trend Technologies is a vertically integrated mechanical
solutions provider, specialising in the areas of metal
stamping, metal fabrication and injection molding.
Ten facilities in nine countries and in-house die and
mould design and fabrication, extensive stamping
and moulding capabilities allows Trend to offer
its automotive partners a wide range of solutions.
Trend Technologies is a local source globally for all
manufacturing needs.

Tool & Guage provides precision toolmaking, offering
injection moulding manufacture and precision
engineering for the plastic industry. Through continuous
integration of communication, CAE systems, mould
and tool manufacture, mould validation and product
qualification TAG provide solution to the Automotive,
Engineering, MedTech and Aerospace industries.

Injection Mould
Manufacture and
Precision Engineering
tag.ie

Automotive

02. Components & Modules

Abrasive Cutting, Grinding
and Polishing Solutions

Kerry Abrasives

Kastus Technologies

Kerry Abrasives ar a precision engineering company
specialising in the manufacture of customised abrasive
solutions to maximise production outcome, improve
current grinding, polishing or cut off process, setting
up a new metal finishing line. Kerry Abrasives has the
experience and manufacturing capabilities to offer a
unique solution.

Kastus Technologies provides antimicrobial surface
coating technology for glass and ceramic surfaces.
The active surface technology starts working
immediately on viruses and bacteria with first contact
and is proven to continuously kill >99% of harmful
bacteria and viruses. The solution can be applied
across Automotive, micromobility, shared mobility
and shared transport industry.

kerryabrasives.com

Manufacturing and Supply
of Polymer Compounds,
Colour and Additive
Masterbatches
deltaq.ie
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Antimicrobial Surface
Technology
kastus.com

DeltaQ

BMS Ireland

DeltaQ are a supplier to the polymer processing
industry manufacturing and supplying an extensive
range of masterbatches and speciality compounds.
A well as a leading distributor of a broad range
of speciality and engineering polymers. For the
Automotive industry they provide pre-coloured
compounds made to order, flame retardant
compounds, a range of filled compounds including
chalk, talc, and impact modified grades and a range
of purge compounds available ex stock and use the
latest Colibri colour match predication software for
accurate colour matching and quality control.

BMS Torque Solutions provides a range of smart
and integrated advanced torque custom solution in
the automotive aftermarket. BMS is pioneering new
technology in torque tools such as OLED displays,
Zigbee communications, angular measurement and
RFID, it has paved the way for progression in digital
torque tools.

Digital Wrenches and
Torque Solutions
bmsireland.com

Automotive

02. Components & Modules

Botany Weaving

Seat Cover Fabrics, Carpets
and Nomex Fabrics
botanyweaving.com
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Botany Weaving is an international designer and
manufacturer of specialist fabrics, carpets and high
performance textiles for airline and transport sectors,
including seat covers, carpets and curtains for aviation
and transport, including a fuel-saving fabric and
light-emitting carpets for smarter vehicles.

Automotive

03. Connectivity

Global Connected Car
Software Solution
cubictelecom.com

Cubic Telecom

Endeavour Technology

Cubic Telecom offers a connected car solution with
end-to-end service from infotainment to telemetry to
drive connected vehicles. The solution also ensures
regulatory compliance with legal, tax and security
regulations, no matter where vehicles are sold

Endeavour Technology provides IoT and 5G service
assurance with its product nSpire SaaS platform.
nSpire creates, measures and manages service level
agreements between IoT service providers, their
IoT customers and their service partners through
bringing visibility on the quality of the connectivity.
References include working with AT&T/Ford and Jaguar
Landrover/Tata.

Beyond connected car solutions, the offer includes ways
to make it easier to manage next-generation services,
while offering advanced analytics to optimise customer
experience and drive profitability.

Taoglas
Taoglas is a leading all-in-one enabler for digital
transformation using IoT systems.
Full Service IoT Partner,
Antenna Systems,
Machine Vision
taoglas.com

The solutions combine high-performance RF design
with advanced positioning, imaging, audio and artificial
intelligence technologies for organizations solving
critical problems using IoT.
Taoglas’ sevices range from initial strategy definition,
to design, build, deploy and managed services.
Taoglas is an expert helping customers with fast timeto-value and offering them the entire value chain of
services and products to realise their IoT programs.
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Connectivity Measurement
for Connected Vehicle
endeavourtechnology.com

Automotive

04. Electrification & Infrastructure

EV Charging Systems
Installation
carra.ie

Carra Group

Western Automation

The Carra Group is a technology and maintenance
provider of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) and
Electric Vehicle charging systems, and provides a
full turn-key install (civils, electric, branding) and
maintenance of systems. Carra develops solutions
for tolling systems, speed and red light enforcement,
electric vehicle chargers, ANPR cameras, incident
detection systems and the wider ITS family.

Western Automation Research & Development
provides technologies for the detection of electrical
fault currents in AC and DC installations, photovoltaic
(PV) systems and Electric Vehicle (EV) charging. The
company works with the world’s largest switch gear
OEMs designing and developing technical solutions
for electrical safety and protection products. The
technology is provided by way of components, subassemblies, finished products and licenced technology.

Xerotech

Advanced Battery Systems

xerotech.com

Xerotech is enabling electrification through designing,
manufacturing and integrating advanced turn-key
battery systems for the Automotive and industrial
markets.
With cell agnostic design and six variants of modules,
Xerotech can offer hundreds of pack configurations
using the same manufacturing lines, processes and
tooling. This enables complete fleet electrification with
one battery pack platform scalable from 15kWh
to 250kWh in increments of 2kWh.
Xerotech holds 9 patents on li-ion battery pack design.
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Detection of Electrical
Shock for EV Charging
westernautomation.com

Automotive

05. Electronics

Radar Components,
Millimeter-Wave Front-Ends

Farran

Arralis

Farran’s FMCW Millimeter Wave Front-Ends are
highly integrated and compact radar components.
They provide transmit and receive paths between the
radar head and the target. The FMCW Front-Ends
can be easily integrated into an end solution or be
tailored to any specific requirements of Intelligent
Transportation systems.

Arralis designs and builds millimeter-wave
technology and wireless communications, serving the
communications, satellite, aerospace and defence
markets with innovative monolithic microwave
integrated circuits (MMICs), packaged modules,
sub-systems and complete high definition radars and
satellite transceivers. The E band chipset is primarily
aimed at the automotive radar applications with wide
frequency ranges from 76-81GHz.

farran.com

Laser Diodes, Lidar,
Fiber Comms
eblanaphotonics.com
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Advanced Millimeter-Wave
Technology, Radar
arralis.com

Eblana Photonics

Provizio

Eblana Photonics produces laser diodes - the product
range includes single frequency DFB laser diodes,
Fabry–Pérot (FP) laser diodes, superluminescent
diodes (SLDs) and other optical sources. The products
are specifically designed for optimum performance
in Optical Sensing, LIDAR and Telecoms applications.
Eblana offers volume bar and chip testing through their
laser diode solution in the automotive sector.

Provizio perceives, predicts and prevents automotive
accidents in real-time using proprietary long range
imaging sensors and AI on-the-edge through their
accident prevention technology. Its aim through
building augmented, guardian angel technology is to
make people better and safer drivers, as well as solving
the global road death pandemic.

Image Processing, AI,
Accident Prevention
Technology
provizio.ai

Automotive

05. Electronics

LED Testing Solutions

Feasa

Realtime Technologies

Feasa has developed a range of analysers for testing
the performance of LEDs for colour and intensity
(Brightness). Their LED Analysers are used extensively
in all forms of lighting applications as well as Industrial
Automation and Vision. Manufacturing includes LED
Analyser, fiber optic couplers, multiplexers and splices.

Realtime Technologies is a provider of Electronic
Manufacturing Services and integrated supply chain
solutions in Europe. The company offers services
comprising a printed circuit board (PCB) design,
prototyping, electronic assembly, rework and repair,
material sourcing, and training. Realtime Technologies
design, manufacture, test, and repair PCB assemblies
for many industries, including Aerospace, Automotive,
and Medical.

feasa.ie

realtime.ie

PPI Adhesive Products

Technical Adhesive Tapes
and Die-Cuts
ppiadhesiveproducts.com
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Electronic Manufacturing
Services

PPI Adhesives is a manufacturer of technical adhesive
tape systems with 50 years of experience in the
automotive, electronics and manufacturing industries.
The company offers various types of tape solutions
such as polyester/glass cloth laminates, PPI flexible
connectors and busbars, general masking and
protective tapes, acrylic double-sided foam tapes etc.

Automotive

06. Platforms & Aftersales

Electric Vehicle B2B and
B2C Purchasing Platform
affinityev.com

Affinity EV

Real World Analytics

EV Energy offers a software platform – AffinityEV – to
the automotive sector, which allows car dealer sales
staff to arrange the purchase of a charger, fix a date to
have it installed using an approved installer, start the
government grant application process and arrange an
energy provider switch for the buyer’s residence and
new EV. The SaaS additionally links major industries
such as Automotive Manufacturers, Automotive
Dealerships, Car leasing companies, Utility Providers,
EV Charger Manufactures, EV Charger Engineers and
EV Drivers.

Real World Analytics provides business intelligence and
data analytics platform solutions to car dealers. The
product combines data from customers transactional
system and third-party apps into one place and provides
actionable insights through drillable dashboards and
automated reports to drive business performance and
profitability. The company works with customers like
Skoda, Ford, Seat, Volvo, Jaguar/Land Rover.

Avonbrook

Dealership Management
Software (DMS)
avonbrook.com
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Avonbrook is a developer and provider of Dealer
Management Systems (DMS) to the automotive sector
with emphasis on niche segments. The software
platform solution puts an emphasis on processes to
maximise efficiency, enhancing customer care and
growing sales.

Cardealer Software
Business Intelligence (BI)
Platform
realworldanalytics.com

Mobility &
Smart City

Mobility & Smart City

07. Mobility Services

Drone Delivery Services

manna.aero
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Manna Drone Delivery

Luminosity

Manna is a drone delivery service provider from Ireland.
The company focuses on coffee, food, medical supplies
and more and collaborates with local shops to pick and
deliver the orders.

SOAR offers a suite of commercial products across
the Transport, Commercial Vehicle and Automotive
industries. The solution includes a risk and inventory
management tool, a flexible vehicle rating, valuation
and damage recording tool aimed primarily at dealers,
OEMs and Hire Drive companies. It furthermore
provides a centralised digital record of all units requiring
an appraisal and an asset safety and compliance
recording solution. Each of the products can work in
standalone or in combination with each other.

All aircraft respect privacy and no video is recorded,
nor is any sensitive customer data stored. All orders
are enclosed within private packaging and delivered
straight to the door.

Fleet Management
Platform, Risk
Management, Inventory
Auditing and Self-Auditing
soarsol.com

Mobility & Smart City

08. Shared Mobility

Bike-Sharing Provider

bleeperactive.com

Booking Systems for Car
Sharing and Shuttles
goodtravelsoftware.com
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Bleeper

Fleet

Bleeper provides sustainable urban mobility through
e-bike sharing platform. With access through the app
customers can find their nearest bike and rent it for the
desired period. Additionally Bleeper facilitates e-bike
sharing solutions to corporates, hotels, residential
developments, business parks, state bodies and any
other entity where the client requires a private bike
share scheme.

Dash Apps offers a vehicle rental platform, modelled
on the success of Airbnb, established to offer a quick
and cost effective alternative to traditional car rental
services. Fleet is an enterprise play that allows car
owners/dealerships earn extra income by renting
out cars. The company leverages the rapid growing
sharing economy whilst creating a new and innovative/
disruptive enterprise client marketplace.

Vehicle Rental Platform

jointhefleet.com

GTS

Ufodrive

GTS builds booking systems for car sharing and shuttle
services. The company’s software for the car sharing
industry is highly configurable and allows companies
full control of their fleets. Using data analytics and
machine learning techniques, the solution optimises
the car sharing and shuttle environments, so that buses
no longer run empty and cars are placed where the
demand is.

Ufodrive provides an operating system for electric fleets
to facilitate car rental services. The platform offers
route mapping, maintenance planning, scheduling,
charge point management, live battery tracking and
everything else you need to manage your fleet.

Digital, Electric Car
Rental Service
ufodrive.com

Mobility & Smart City

08. Shared Mobility

Vehicle Rental and Fleet
Management Platform

Rentalmatics

Luna Systems

Rentalmatics provide a software-as-a-service (SaaS)
solution that allows car rental companies to manage
and track their global fleet in real-time, to automate,
visualise and manage fleets.

Luna Systems provides GPS Tracking and Fleet
Management software with precise positioning and
computer vision to micro mobility. The centimeter-level
accuracy technology in positioning is made for shared
fleets e.g. escooters, cars, bikes etc. Luna uses a range
of smart cameras and ‘Edge AI’ algorithms to provide
contextual information alongside the precise location
of each scooter

rentalmatics.com

E-Scooter and Platform
Provider
zeusscooters.com
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Precise Positioning
and Computer Vision
for Micro Mobility
luna.systems.com

Zeus

Zipp Mobility

ZEUS Scooters is an escooter mobility platform,
which enables consumers to use an app to hire an
electric scooter for travelling around urban areas.
Zeus developed and offer the world’s first 3-wheeled
e-scooters for the urban mobility sharing market.
3-wheels aid the stability and smoothness while riding
their e-scooters.

Zipp Mobility is a provider of a shared Micromobility
solution, including e-scooters and related management
platform to end consumers and cities. The scooter fleets
are managed with great efficiency and provide a high
level of safety and security.

E-Scooter and Platform
Provider
zippmobility.com

Mobility & Smart City

09. Software & Analytics

Predictive Micromobility
Analytics Platform
anadue.com

Wireless Connectivity
and Smart Sensing
Technologies
ceva-dsp.com
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Anadue

CitySwift

The Anadue Mobility Analytics Platform provides
mobility operators, large enterprise, cities or local
government with analytic-based insights and
predictions of how customers use mobility services.
Using the mobile networks, buses, cars, motorbikes,
scooters, bicycles and other emerging mobility solutions
this transmits details of their location, speed, and other
information every few seconds. Anadue’s platform
combines this real-time data & uses Machine Learning
and Predictive Analytics to generate high-value insights
into how to best provide the services people need.

CitySwift’s technology platform transforms how
passenger transport companies operate, gives bus
operators the tools to get more passengers, increase
network performance, increase service reliability,
increase passenger satisfaction and gain a more
profitable business, using big data and machine
learning to power modern Public Transport Networks.

Public Transport Network
Planning and Scheduling
Using AI & Ml
cityswift.com

CEVA Ireland

Emdalo

CEVA is a licensor of wireless connectivity and smart
sensing technologies, offering Digital Signal Processors,
AI processors, wireless platforms and complementary
software for sensor fusion, image enhancement,
computer vision, voice input and artificial intelligence.
The company partners with semiconductor companies
and OEMs to create power-efficient, intelligent and
connected devices for a range of end markets, including
automotive, robotics, mobile, industrial and IoT. End
markets include Mobile Operators, Cities, Automotive
OEM & Tier 1.

Emdalo Technologies is a software engineering
development company specialising in delivering
solutions in Embedded Systems, Machine Learning,
AI, Information Security and IIoT applications. Emdalo
develops and licenses its own proprietary embedded
computer video system solutions for a number of end
applications, like In-vehicle driver alertness solutions,
Smart Infrastructure projects, object and subject
detection etc.

Artificial Intelligence and
Information Security for
Future Mobility
emdalo.com

Mobility & Smart City

09. Software & Analytics

Advanced Analytics
Tool for Sensor and
IoT Management
automsoft.com

Cloud-Based Taxi
Operations Platform
icabbi.com
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Automsoft International

Civic

Automsoft is a provider of advanced manufacturing
intelligence systems for process industries. It provides
an advanced data analysis and visualisation tool,
database and process data platform which manages a
customers time series data, analytics and visualisation.

Civic Group delivers technical services and solutions
to the Intelligent Transport and the Built Environment
sectors. The company is a traffic specialist, providing
smart traffic management solutions and full
Government standard project management services
from design, procurement, installation & maintenance
of smart city projects and solution. Services also include
bespoke smart IoT solutions, customised traffic control
products and traffic consultancy services.

Automsoft provide municipal authorities and
IoT Managers with the data infrastructure for
the management of sensor networks and for the
development of Smart City and IoT applications.

Traffic Control
Management System
civic.ie

iCabbi

Motoklik

iCabbi offers a suite of products for the taxi industry,
including fleet management, passenger apps and driver
app to transform the taxi industry with smart cloudbased technology for all participants: the taxi fleet
operator, the driver and the passenger.

Motoklik offers a robust suspension measurement and
lap-timing system for use with off-road motorcycles.
With easy to use and easy to fit features it takes the
thinking out of suspension set-up. Simply strap
Motoklik to your bike, ride some laps and the platform
will show you what set-up you need for every track on
the mobile app.

Suspension Management
Platform for Motorbikes
motoklik.com

Mobility & Smart City

10. Infrastructure & Traffic

IoT Platform

davra.com

Davra

Easytrip

Davra is an Industrial Internet of Things company,
operating across smart cities, logistics, transportation
and manufacturing. Davra provides a complete
Industrial IoT platform that allows System Integrators,
Product Builders, OEMs, Cities and our end customers
to define, build and rapidly bring to market industrial
grade IoT applications on a single reliable, secure and
scalable IoT platform. Providing in depth analytics,
advanced visualisations and complete management and
integration of platform to customers.

Easytrip Services provide electronic toll tags for
motorways and for car parks. Additionally the company
supports EV on the refund scheme and its toll tag is
used as part of this scheme.

Electronic Toll Collection
(ETC) Tags
easytrip.ie

Kelly Bros

Road Marking Services
and Products
kelly-bros.com
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Kelly Bros provides a complete approach to road safety
and has refined a unique process to manufacture and
apply road marking products and anti-skid products.
The company works from a sustainable manufacturing
plant with a capacity in excess of 300 tonnes per day,
complemented by a fully trained and experienced
contracting and surveying team.

Reflective Measurement
Systems
Road Symbol Markings
Measurement
reflective-systems.com

RetroTek provides retroreflectometers, which contain
powerful software for fast survey processing that
produces real time results and GPS tagged videos for
more efficient reporting. Transforming road surveys,
measuring the absence and presence of reflective
pavement markers (RPMs)/road studs, checking nighttime visibility and day-time contrast ratio of Road Lines,
Markings and Symbols at normal traffic speeds and
reducing survey times by 50%.

Transport &
Logistics

Transport & Logistics

11. Services & Fleet Management

Fleet Management Safety,
Camera Technology
cameramatics.com

Fleet Maintenance and
Workshop Planning
Software
fleetminder.ie
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CameraMatics

Stratum

CameraMatics offers a full fleet risk management
solution. The intelligent vehicle technology is a modular
software platform based on camera technology,
vision systems, AI, Machine Learning and Telematics,
combined with proprietary fleet safety modules.
Companies and fleet managers get the support to
reduce costs, ensure compliance and improve safety
for their fleets.

Stratum provides logistics and transport software for
planning teams which looks after all aspects from
workflow management system, GPS asset tracking,
transport planning, fleet management & maintenance,
compliance and so on. It supports all layers of the
transport industry.

Fleet Management Platform

stratum.ie

Assetminder

Tranzaura

Assetminder is a cloud-based fleet maintenance &
workshop management system, including workflow
management system, transport planning, fleet
management. It provides a new system which was
designed from the start as a comprehensive solution to
the requirements of modern day fleet owner/operators
and workshop managers.

Tranzaura provides a bespoke integrated software
platform solution for the transport and distribution
sectors to manage all compliance, safety and
engineering requirements in one connected platform.
The solution helps to connect fleet data to transform
productivity, safety and profitability.

Fleet Management Platform

tranzaura.com

Transport & Logistics

11. Services & Fleet Management

Monitoring, Fleet and
Order Management

Dreamtec Software Ltd

Ace Express Freight

Dreamtec develop an embedded software, designing
innovative monitoring systems for real-world business
challenges, that is a comprehensive stock, fleet
and order management system, works with GPS &
GPRS providing real time management information
on metering.

Ace Express Freight is a logistics and freight forwarding
company, experts at moving palletised and specialist
freight worldwide by road, sea and air; providing
tailored logistics solutions. The team of logistics experts
design complete solutions for customers who need a
seamless import, export
and distribution service with complete flexibility
and global reach.

dreamtecsystems.com

Logistics and Distribution
Service Provider
thenvdgroup.com
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Logistics and Freight
Forwarding
aceexpressfreight.com

NVD

Titan Solutions

NVD is a distribution and logistics service provider, with
a focus on assisting vehicle manufacturers in
the distribution of their products from receipt at
first point of rest, i.e., port or factory, to dealers
and other end user destinations. This includes
outbound logistics, including transporting, storing
and enhancing companies’ vehicles, prior to delivery
to their end location.

Titan is a third party logistics supplier, providing
its clients with supply chain solutions to simplify
their supply chain structures, from freight management,
inventory management, warehousing & distribution,
consultancy services to diagnostic test kitting
& fulfilment.

Supply Chain Logistics
Service
titansolutions.ie
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11. Services & Fleet management

Heavy Gauge
Thermoforming Solutions

Future Plastics

TruckScience

Future Plastics provides plastic manufacturing through
design, fabrication, vacuum forming, line bending and
assembly of customised plastic products. For transport,
Aerospace & specialist engineering industries e.g. in
transport for interior and exterior use in trains, buses,
ambulances, etc.

TruckScience provides software to graphically configure
vehicles (trailers, bodies and accessories) in order to
calculate the axle weight distribution and maximum
legal payload and provide quick and insightful axle
weight distribution reports that help companies save
time and money on axle weight calculations and include
predicted detailed costs over the lifetime of
a commercial vehicle.

futureplasticsgroup.com

truckscience.com

TireCheck

Tyre Sensors and Fleet
Management
tirecheck.online
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Axle Configuration and
Weight Calculation Platform

TireCheck is a leading supplier of premium business
automation, fleet and tyre management solutions.
The platform includes CRM management and tyre sales
solutions and services to the global tyre market. The
company provides customers with monitoring of their
fleets through a range of their own sensors, which allow
an overview of interventions and alerts and insights on
controlling tyre expenses.

Transport & Logistics

12. Commercial Vehicles

Semi-Trailers

Dennison Trailers

ACETECH

Dennison Trailers is a manufacturer of semi-trailers.
The company develops and produces skeletals,
curtainsiders, tippers, platforms, machinery carriers
and drawbar trailers – and a range of specialist trailers,
including the innovative sliding bogie.

Acetech is a manufacturer of Vehicle Intelligence for
emergency service fleets. Their solutions include cloud
based fleet management software, specialist safety &
eco-friendly modules and intelligent electronic control
units and their solutions integrate with the client’s
emergency service vehicles, to boost performance,
improve safety and revolutionise the operation of
the fleet.

dennisontrailers.com

Vehicle Conversion
and Design
wilkergroup.com
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Emergency Vehicle Control
Systems & Tracking
Solutions
acetech.com

Wilker Group

Brian Noone

The Wilker Group designs, builds, manufactures and
delivers ambulances, welfare and specialist vehicle
conversions, including front line ambulances, police
response units, personnel and accessibility vehicles.

Brian Noone Ltd provides buses and coaches, both new
and used vehicles. Additional service offers includes
service & repair, truck assembly and a DOE test centre
for customers with small and large luxury coaches and
full after-sales support, spare parts, crash repairs.

Luxury Buses and Coaches

noone.ie
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12. Commercial Vehicle

Fitzgeralds Vehicle
Body Builders
Commercial Vehicle Bodies

fitzgeraldsvbb.ie

Filtration Systems

gerarddaniel.com
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Fitzgeralds vehicle body builders designs and
manufactures commercial vehicle bodies, including
curtain siders and grp box bodies, as well as offering a
full range of refrigerated bodies, tipper bodies, trailers
and utility bodies. Fitzgeralds can offer small or large
fleets premium quality, high volume bodywork.

Ventac

Noise Control Service for
Commercial Vehicle
ventac.com

Ventac noise control services include analysis through
a vehicle acoustic test programme to custom design,
engineer and manufacture a value based and turn-key
solution. Solutions are tailored and include thermal
insulation and noise and vibration solutions. Ventac
also offer complete turn-key engineering, design &
installation support.
Ventac’s Research Acoustic laboratories are used for
acoustic materials development, vehicle noise testing
and building materials acoustic analysis.

Gerard Daniel Ltd

Granning

Gerald Danial provides customer integrated solutions
for filtration and seperation applications across various
industries, including vehicles. The company provides
a wide range of filtration solutions for the automotive,
industrial and off-road vehicles (agricultural, mining and
materials handling equipment) industries.

Granning Axles & Suspensions supplies axle and
suspension solutions and manufacture drum and disc
brake axles for trucks, trailers, agricultural machines
and screening crushing and mining equipment. The
company offers solutions from concept to production
and provide a full engineering and design service.
Grannings expertise sits within the Truck, Commercial
Trailer, Screening and Crushing, and Agricultural
Trailer industry.

Axles and Suspension
Solutions
granningaxles.ie
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